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 Undergraduate Women in Economics Challenge Meeting  

Undergraduate Women in Economics 

NBER, 1050 Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge MA 

Saturday, May 2, 2015 

 

School representatives 

 

Patrick Allen (University of California, Berkeley) pallen@econ.berkeley.edu 

Patrick Allen is the Director of Student Services in the Department of Economics at the 

University of California, Berkeley.  

 

Anthony Becker (St. Olaf College) becker@stolaf.edu 

Anthony Becker is Associate Professor of Economics and Chair of the Economics 

Department at St. Olaf College. He has published in defense economics, environmental policy, 

and antitrust, and is writing a book on sports economics. His teaching areas include econometrics, 

statistical analysis, microeconomic theory, and antitrust and regulation.  

 

Janet Currie (Princeton University) jcurrie@princeton.edu 

 Janet Currie is Henry Putnam Professor of Economics and Public Affairs and Director of 

the Center for Health and Well-Being at Princeton University. She was Vice President of the 

AEA and is the in-coming President of the Society of Labor Economists. Her current research 

focuses on aspects of child health and the long-term effects of poor health in early childhood.  

 

Susan Hering (University of Wisconsin, Madison) shering@ssc.wisc.edu  

Susan Hering is an Undergraduate Advisor at the Department of Economics at the 

University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

 

Ashley Hodgson (St. Olaf College) hodgsona@stolaf.edu 

Ashley Hodgson is Assistant Professor of Economics at St. Olaf College. Her research 

areas include healthcare, Medicare and public health. Aside from upper level courses, she 

teaches principles of economics and microeconomic theory.  

 

Candace Howes (Connecticut College) chow@conncoll.edu 

 Candace Howes is Barbara Hogate Ferrin ’43 Professor of Economics, Chair of the 

Economics Department, and Chair of the Gender and Women’s Studies Department at 

Connecticut College.  She is a labor economist who has been working on the long-term-care 

workforce and low-wage workers.  

 

Sumner La Croix (University of Hawaii at Manoa) lacroix@hawaii.edu 

Sumner La Croix is Professor of Economics and Department Chair at the University of 

Hawaii at Manoa.  He is an economic historian and development economist who works on 

pharmaceutical intellectual property rights, evolution of property rights in land, and the 

economic history of Hawaii.  
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Monika Lopez-Anuarbe (Connecticut College) manuarbe@conncoll.edu 

  Monika Lopez-Anuarbe is Assistant Professor of Economics at Connecticut College. Her 

specialization fields include health economics, industrial organization, game theory, gerontology 

and public policy, and her current research concerns long-term care and Hispanics’ remittance 

behavior.  

 

KimMarie McGoldrick (University of Richmond) kmcgoldr@richmond.edu 

 KimMarie McGoldrick holds the Joseph A. Jennings Chair in Business and is Professor 

of Economics at the University of Richmond. She has documented the use and efficacy of 

pedagogical practices in economics. She co-edited The International Handbook on Teaching and 

Learning Economics and has explored gender differences in the choice to study economics. 

 

Maria Muniagurria (University of Wisconsin, Madison) munia@ssc.wisc.edu  

Maria Muniagurria is Faculty Associate and Chair of Undergraduate Studies at the 

Department of Economics at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Her research interests are in 

the fields of international trade, economic development, industrial organization, and health 

economics.  

 

Melissa Newell (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) menewell@illinois.edu  

Melissa Newell is an Assistant Director for the Department of Economics Undergraduate 

Program at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. 

 

Martha Olney (University of California, Berkeley) molney@econ.berkeley.edu 

Martha Olney is Adjunct Professor at the University of California, Berkeley and serves 

on the board of the AEA’s Committee for the Status of Women in the Economics Profession 

(CSWEP).  She has written numerous economics textbooks and is an economic historian who 

has worked on consumer spending and debt.  

 

Elizabeth Powers (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) epowers@illinois.edu 

Elizabeth Powers is Director of Undergraduate Studies and Associate Professor of 

Economics and at the Institute of Government and Public Affairs at the University of Illinois, 

Urbana-Champaign. Her research interests focus on public economics, welfare programs, and 

poverty and inequality. 

 

Steven Shulman (Colorado State University) steven.shulman@colostate.edu 

Steven Shulman is Professor of Economics and Economics Department Chair at 

Colorado State University, and research director of the Center for the Study of Academic 

Labor.  His current research focuses on academic labor markets, the tenure system and 

contingent faculty in higher education. 

 

Kristin Walker (University of Connecticut) kristin.walker@uconn.edu 

Kristin Walker is an Undergraduate Academic Advisor for the Department of Economics 

at the University of Connecticut.  
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Wei Zhang (Connecticut College) wei.zhang@conncoll.edu 

Wei Zhang is Assistant Professor of Economics at Connecticut College. Her research 

focuses on the economics of environmental regulation and the decision making of firms and 

farms under particular environmental policies.  

 

 

Board of Experts 

 

Amanda Bayer (Swarthmore College) abayer1@swarthmore.edu 

 Amanda Bayer is Professor of Economics at Swarthmore College and the creator and 

editor of Diversifying Economic Quality, an online resource to improve teaching practices in 

economics.  She co-organized the National Summit on Diversity in the Economics Profession, 

hosted by the Board of Governors and the AEA. Her research fields are labor economics and 

game theory. 

 

 

UWE Challenge organizers 

 

Claudia Goldin (Harvard University) cgoldin@harvard.edu 

 Claudia Goldin is Henry Lee Professor of Economics at Harvard University and the 

director of the NBER’s Development of the American Economy program. Goldin’s research 

spans many areas, including the economic history of women and education. In 2013/14, she was 

the president of the AEA.  Her recent work concerns the increased employment of older women.  

 

Tatyana Avilova (NBER, Project Manager for UWE) tanya.avilova@gmail.com 

Tatyana Avilova is Project Manager for the UWE Challenge. She graduated from 

Harvard University in 2013 with a degree in Economics and spent the following year in Japan on 

a Fulbright Fellowship studying nurses’ work stress and their work-life balance. She will be 

working as the UWE Project Manager at the NBER until Fall 2016.  

 

 

 

UWE Challenge website: 

http://scholar.harvard.edu/goldin/UWE  
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